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Planning a career in music

by Jonathan James

INTRODUCTION

How do you start that all-important conversation about a career in music? It’s a vast topic. This resource 

offers some tried and trusted pathways into exploring the music industry, giving ideas on how to shape the 

discussion with KS4 and KS5 learners, making it relevant to their current learning.

Although context is given for a range of roles within the music industry, the focus is mainly on the world of a 

freelance musician and their so-called ‘portfolio career’. The issues around managing such a career and the 

professionalism involved will, however, be relevant to all.

The resource will cover:

 � Ways to discern principal motivations for a career in music

 � The teacher’s role in assessing talent

 � Widening the picture to consider non-performing roles

 � General principles on preparing for a performing career

 � Mind-mapping a musical identity

 � Tips on managing a portfolio career

 � Understanding professionalism and what it means in practice

 � The financial and business-related requirements of being a freelancer

 � Sustaining a passion for music

STARTING WITH THE ‘WHY’

A young conductor once nervously approached Simon Rattle to ask his advice on whether he should pursue 

conducting as a career. Rattle’s answer was: ‘If you’re asking that question, then probably not!’ It was a neat 

way of saying that the student’s sense of vocation and motivation had to be rock-solid even to stand a chance.

Those words may hold true for those aspiring to particularly competitive roles within the industry, but generally 

the advice is not so clear-cut. It is rare for career choices not to be beset with doubt at some stage, and 

students can be reassured that their future paths will become apparent only once they take the plunge and 

embark on discovering a musical identity, despite those doubts.

Where to start? Many websites will bombard the young reader with facts and figures about different aspects 

of the profession: how many hours they need to practise, which courses are available, what rates they can 

charge as a bassist for a function, and so on. These all have their place, but they are not the right starting point.

Before figuring out what they want to be and how they will get there, the hardest question is: why? Why bother? 

Why pursue music and not, say, accounting, or law, or something more traditionally stable?

Useful websites

Sound and Music offers general advice on self-employment and life as a composer, and the Musicians 
Union has a section devoted to starting out as an artist and up-to-date rates for MU members. YouTube 
is, of course, awash with musicians sharing their tips; we’ll return to this as a potential for an exercise 
later in the resource.

For these and other 
interesting insights, 
see Nicholas 
Kenyon’s biography 
of Simon Rattle, 
The Making of a 
Conductor.

KS4/5

http://www.soundandmusic.org/create/toolkit
http://www.musiciansunion.org.uk/Home/Advice/Your-Career
http://www.musiciansunion.org.uk/Home/Advice/Your-Career
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Testing motivation is the first important step. Within a classroom context, some leading questions may help 

close down an impossibly open field:

1. What’s the last piece of music that really moved you, and why?

2. Can you imagine doing something other than music with your life? What would it be?

3. Do you like your own company?

EXPLORING THE ANSWERS

1. What’s the last piece of music that really moved you, and why?
This question is about establishing whether the student has a real emotional connection to music. Hackneyed 

though this may sound, there has to be this passion at the root of any decision to enter the industry, and this 

needs be clearly articulated. Is the student in love with music itself, or rather with the idea of being a musician 

and perhaps of being famous? Has an ‘X Factor-style’ obsession with fame infiltrated their thinking?

2. Can you imagine doing something other than music with your life? What would it be?
It’s good to have alternative career options, particularly when starting out. However, any performing role within 

the industry is bound to require considerable focus and an iron-clad will. If a student is considering options 

that would detract from that focus, relegating music to the role of potential hobby, then it’s good to recognise 

this sooner than later.

3. Do you like your own company?
Following on from the above, every performing musician needs to accept that there will be a great deal of 

solitary work to be done on technique and repertoire, whatever the genre. Very few artists are successful 

without a daily commitment to improving themselves, similar to a track-and-field athlete preparing for their 

next meet. The phrase ‘loneliness of the long-distance runner’ springs to mind here. There may well be social 

aspects and teamwork to be enjoyed as part of a band or ensemble, but the route there will inevitably require a 

lot of self-discipline and time alone. If the student is not comfortable with the thought of putting these hours in or 

is not good with their own company, then a performance-related career may well not be the right route for them.

The role of the teacher in assessing talent

Assessing levels of motivation can be a reasonably objective exercise, and a useful way of giving an early 

reality check. Addressing levels of talent has many more pitfalls.

You will be aware of the classic dilemma when advising students who, in your view, do not have the talent to 

make music into a career. The out-of-tune pop singer who struggles without a backing track, or the violinist 

with fast fingerwork but grindingly poor tone, for example. They come in many guises. While it is relatively easy 

to point out the dangers of just seeking ‘15 minutes of fame’, getting beyond what may seem like self-delusion 

is a tougher challenge.

Is it our role to hold what we feel to be unrealistic dreams in check? Or do we turn a blind eye and allow 

students to find out their own limitations for themselves, preferably when they are out of our jurisdiction? Is the 

latter just an abdication of responsibility?

When framing advice to such students, it is best to keep all options open and not to close down any potential 

avenue. While some talent may present itself very obviously at an early stage, this may not always be the 

case, and history is full of late developers – and also, of course, of those with apparently mediocre skills being 

successful.

For KS4/5 learners, our role as mentors should surely be to use the language of opportunity while also gently 

encouraging the less able to consider specific requirements of the career. To return to the earlier examples, 

can the out-of-tune singer record themselves more often and listen more critically, perhaps with a peer? Can 

they work on technical issues that would help hit the high notes more successfully, eg through avoiding tension 

Even master pianists 
still stick to a daily 
practice routine. 
Vladimir Ashkenazy 
practises up to 
four hours daily; 
Oscar Peterson, 
the legendary jazz 
pianist, used to 
regularly put in six 
hours a day. Franz 
Liszt, the virtuoso 
piano-composer, 
reputedly practised 
five hours a day into 
his old age.
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and using more support? Can the violinist spend the next few weeks doing long-note exercises with the aim 

of finding that golden tone?

In other words, our role is not to be arbiters of fate, but to use our expertise to facilitate the sort of independent, self-

evaluative thinking that will be critical throughout the student’s career, whatever direction they eventually take.

CONSIDERING NON-PERFORMING ROLES

Most of this resource will be dedicated to performance-related pathways. However, students should be 

encouraged to look at the wider picture at all times. Would they be more satisfied working in a musical field 

without the stress of performance?

A useful research exercise is to have students list the key features of other supporting or ‘para-musical’ roles 

within the industry, and discuss the pros and cons in a plenary session afterwards.

In small groups they could break down the following areas and roles:

Recording industry

 � Recording engineer and editor

 � Producer

 � A&R

 � Press and promotions, plugger

 � Sales and distribution

 � Artist management: agent, manager

 � Tour managers

 � Publishing and PRS/MCPS

Arts administration

 � Orchestra/choir management

 � Venue management and administration, including back office roles (eg marketing and PR, finance) and 

front-of-house

 � Education work (including animateur) for orchestras and ensembles

 � Events management, including curation of festivals

Media

 � Radio/TV researchers and programmers

 � Writer

 � Presenters and producers

 � Music streaming companies

 � Web design and support

Academic

 � Musicologist, ethnomusicologist

 � Lecturer, teacher

 � Music education research

Music therapy

 � Occupational therapy

 � Working with special needs

 � Early years therapy

 � Music and mental health

Audio and recording engineering is obviously a specialist field and requires a specific pathway. This 
government advice site gives a good overview of the typical route, including necessary qualifications.It’s worth pointing 

out that there are 
many courses now 
available in arts and 
event management, 
and that it is 
a recognised 
vocational field at 
university (mainly, 
but not exclusively, 
as a post-graduate 
option).

Click here for a 
thought-provoking 
article on the secrets 
of making it in the 
radio business.

https://nationalcareersservice.direct.gov.uk/advice/planning/jobprofiles/Pages/studiosoundengineer.aspx
https://nationalcareersservice.direct.gov.uk/advice/planning/jobprofiles/Pages/studiosoundengineer.aspx
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/women/womens-life/10604394/How-to-become-a-radio-presenter-and-heres-the-secret.html
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This is by no means an exhaustive list. A fuller, useful resource with short role descriptions can be found online 

here.

For thoughts on becoming a composer, see the earlier link to the very useful Sound and Music website.

Building the right CV

Whatever role the student is drawn to, it is a good idea to consider what might need to be evidenced on their 

CV if they were to apply. This is an effective way of focusing the mind on the initial steps they may need to take.

Aside from their academic qualifications, what other skills and experience would set them apart at the 

application stage? If they, for example, are looking for a management role, are there opportunities for them 

to take more responsibilities in a school or community group at this stage? Can they start to demonstrate the 

initiative they will need to succeed? If interested in radio, can they start working on some podcasts?

 � What will set them apart from the other talented applicants?

 � What can they start to work on now? The task of building experience can easily be procrastinated.

MUSIC INDUSTRY PROJECT

At a suitably relaxed point in the term, and perhaps after having encouraged some contact with the 
industry through work experience or site visits, a role-playing project could help excite learners about 
various different roles in the industry.

In small groups, they could:

1. Find a recording of a relatively unknown song/piece. It could be their own recording.

2. Develop a pitch for the band or artist(s) involved.

3. Pitch to a cynical agent (also role-played).

4. Consider artwork and presentation of the music.

5. Define target markets, in the role of record label and distributor.

6. Plan the world tour…

http://www.media-match.com/usa/music/jobtypes/job-descriptions.php
http://www.soundandmusic.org/create/toolkit
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GENERAL PRINCIPLES FOR PERFORMING 
MUSICIANS
By this stage the question of ‘why music?’ should have been addressed, and the underlying motivation 

confirmed. The next question is: ‘Do I see myself on or off the stage?’ Although there is no one type of musician 

that predicates who can succeed on stage – and it’s important not to stereotype extroverts and introverts here 

– most people can discern whether they enjoy the buzz (and attendant stress) of regular performing.

On one level it’s a question of gut instinct. Do I enjoy the spotlight of the stage or not? While performing is rarely 

stress-free for anyone, there are those who find it an inordinately stressful experience. This thought process 

can easily be complicated, though. Whether due to external pressure or a limited view of what the industry 

entails, students can feel a pressure to pursue a career on the stage even if their instincts contradict them. Our 

role here can be to keep the picture wide and suggest non-stage roles to them – or to help them manage their 

stress if they are still set on becoming a performer despite their anxiety.

Starting wide and portfolio thinking

The following thoughts are given in the spirit of creating a realistic picture of the profession for students to consider. 

You will have your own experiences to add and to help demonstrate some of the principles, and this personal 

approach is very important. Students will respond well to first-hand stories and seeing life decisions modelled.

PATIENCE, PLEASE

It can take years for a musical identity to crystallise. Apart from the exceptional few – child prodigies and the 

like – most performing musicians start with a broad portfolio of roles in order to keep options open and bills 

paid. Years later, a specialism may start to emerge.

It is important to emphasise that most performing musicians are therefore self-employed. There are roles within 

orchestras and choirs that offer full-time employment, but these are relatively rare, particularly when musicians 

are starting out.

People early in their careers may need to start wide, but they also need to keep a constant eye on who they 

want to be as a musician and their core musical identity as they progress. It is possible to juggle while still 

having a favourite ball.

The danger is, though, that the juggling becomes a way of life, and even an escape or an excuse for not 

committing to pursuing a core vocation in case that pursuit ends in failure. Musicians can easily end up stuck 

in a byway, a secondary career choice that they have slipped into by default rather than design.

A six-monthly review is therefore an essential tool for checking in on initial goals and to question whether the 

main role in your portfolio is the one that plays to your strengths and gives you the most fulfillment.
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What does ‘starting wide’ mean in practice?

First of all, it means taking a real pride in developing a broad musicianship and multiple skills. This may be 

a little counter-cultural to a typical conservatoire approach, which favours depth over breadth (although this 

attitude is slowly shifting).

Students should be encouraged to:

 � work on their ear as much as on their instrument.

 � embrace different styles and genres, and keep listening widely.

 � keep improvising and creating.

 � read widely about music and keep up to date with industry developments.

The reality, for example, for an orchestral musician is that they might well have to go from sightreading a Mahler 

symphony one day to workshopping a Beyoncé track in a school the next, before writing an arrangement of 

MindMaple is a 
good example of 
free mind-mapping 
software that 
students can use. 
A large blank A3 
sheet of paper 
and coloured felt 
tip pens probably 
work just as well, 
however.

MIND-MAPPING YOUR MUSICAL IDENTITY

For many KS4-5 students, it will seem too early to start mapping out their careers in any detail. This 
mind-mapping exercise avoids too much prescription and is instead about establishing basic directions. 

 � In the centre, the student should write their name and the title, ‘Professional Musician’

 � In the first circle they answer three questions:

 � What is my motivation?

 � What do I enjoy?

 � What are my strengths?

 � Linking to each expression above, the second periphery suggests some potential roles. For 
example, if they write ‘playing with others’, they could link that to ‘teacher’ or ‘chamber musician’.

 � The third periphery breaks down the key features of those roles, as they see them

 � The final periphery lists some first steps for preparing for those key features, whether initial 
qualifications or writing off for work experience, and so on.

Here is a handwritten example of the kind of music career mind-map that students may end up with, 
based on my own experiences:

www.mindmaple.com
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a bossa nova for a wedding gig at the weekend. Particularly for the classical musician, roles are much more 

diverse than ever before, and getting work is as much about versatility as it is about skill on an instrument.

BEING SUCCESSFUL AS A SELF-EMPLOYED 
MUSICIAN

For any self-employed role, in music or not, there are general attributes that are recognised as being key to 

success. A class discussion could establish what they might be. This kind of discussion is also the traditional 

reserve of a visiting artist – who typically says the same things as a teacher, but (frustratingly) has the extra 

clout of the wise outsider.

Here is a list for us to explore in the remainder of this resource. To be successful as a self-employed musician, 

you need to:

 � cultivate a broad musicianship, as explored above.

 � be really good at what you do.

 � be well organised and show plenty of self-initiative.

 � not be put off by irregular income and precarious finances.

 � be professional in all respects.

 � enjoy networking and be a good self-promoter.

 � be tenacious and focused.

 � be passionate about the music, not the money.

Being really good at what you do

Teachers of a certain age will probably remember the dance teacher Lydia from the 1980s hit TV show Fame 

exhorting her students in the opening credits:

‘You’ve got dreams. You want fame. Well, fame costs! And right here is where you start paying. In sweat!’

There is a certain allure to the notion of ‘sweating at’ your discipline, and to be seen to be doing so in the video 

of your mind’s eye, in your own personal montage. Students at this stage need to be reminded, though, that it’s 

less about sweat and more about being smart.

Their practice needs to be rigorous and effective, and a career discussion could be a good prompt to reflect 

on what that means.

If students are serious about pursuing a performing career, are they practising daily, and if so, with which goals 

and how? Do they have a ‘buddy’ who can hold them accountable and give them occasional informal peer 

assessment? Are they on track for the overall goal they are setting themselves, and if not, can they map out 

the steps for getting there through a weekly set of practice objectives?

Teaching in some form, most often private one-to-one lessons, will also be a part of most musicians’ 
portfolio at some stage, and is a valuable form of income. Students might be encouraged to consider 
an ABRSM Teaching Diploma at the right stage to give them a head start in this field.

FILLETING YOUTUBE

As mentioned in the introduction, there are many YouTube videos offering career advice to young 
musicians and providing secrets to success. Can your students pick two of their favourite videos and 
glean just five take-home messages from them to share with the class? What are the most popular 
bits of advice?

http://gb.abrsm.org/en/our-exams/diplomas/instrumentalvocal-teaching/
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The other timely reminder is that practice never stops. Even when they are at the top of their art, practice will 

be a part of their daily discipline. This is as relevant for pop musicians as it is for classical players.

Having a good technique, as we know, is just the beginning. The main defining feature of any musician is 

their originality. For young students, the path to originality starts with curiosity: getting to as many live gigs as 

possible, reading widely around their subject (books, magazines, blogs), and keeping creative.

Being well organised and financially astute

Some general workflow and time management principles can usefully be shared here:

 � Think weekly as well as daily. What are their weekly objectives for improving their musicianship? Are they 

written anywhere, preferably where they can be reminded daily (eg the fridge or bathroom mirror)?

 � Are they reviewing these objectives against where they want to be at the end of the year?

 � Are they starting the day well? What is their morning routine? How do they make the most of the free time 

they have?

Paying the bills

The question of finances and how to manage what you earn is a vital one to address for any self-employed 

musician. As with the earlier question about how averse students are to being on stage, you could similarly do 

a litmus test on how much they feel the need for financial security. Security is the main word here, rather than 

entering into amounts earnt. If they know already that not having a monthly salary or a pension would make 

them feel anxious, then this is a good indicator not to pursue self-employment.

TOTTING UP THE UNSEEN EXPENSES

Students may well focus just on the obvious expenses when constructing such a budget. It is worth reminding 

them that, as self-employed musicians, they would need to:

 � put 20% of their monthly income towards their self-assessment tax return for HMRC, payable in January 

and July.

 � set up a direct debit with HMRC for their National Insurance contributions.

 � ideally, save a little monthly for a private pension pot.

 � build up a buffer for unforeseen emergencies.

 � take out sickness insurance and instrument insurance.

 � consider how to deal with poor cashflow – ie when invoices are not paid punctually.

Of course, these financial burdens will seem daunting to some. It is worth reassuring them that a simple 

Excel spreadsheet, reviewed often, is the answer to getting on top of it all. And that it’s a small price to pay for 

freedom – the freedom to be your own boss and to pursue your passion in the way you want to.

‘Freedom!’ is the cri de coeur for all freelancers, and one of the main motivations for choosing an otherwise 

precarious route through life. The question is how much students think they value it.

BLOG SEARCH

An enjoyable take-home task is to ask the students to find three blogs that really inspire them, and 
to report back in three weeks on five articles that particularly caught their attention.

Aspects of daily 
routine and other 
principles are 
provocatively 
explored in pianist 
James Rhodes’ 
article ‘Find what 
you love and let it 
kill you’

BUDGET EXERCISE

Can students imagine what the main costs and income streams would amount to in a monthly budget? 
This could involve some useful research into current pay scales and typical living expenses.

The Musicians’ Union website gives advice on good practice around setting fees and a clear guidelines 
on what amounts to expect.

‘The most perfect 
technique is that 
which is not noticed 
at all’ – Pablo 
Casals, cellist

https://www.theguardian.com/music/musicblog/2013/apr/26/james-rhodes-blog-find-what-you-love
https://www.theguardian.com/music/musicblog/2013/apr/26/james-rhodes-blog-find-what-you-love
https://www.theguardian.com/music/musicblog/2013/apr/26/james-rhodes-blog-find-what-you-love
http://www.musiciansunion.org.uk/Home/Advice/Playing-Live/Gigs-and-Live-Entertainments/Fees-and-Payment
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Being professional

Professionalism is an open-ended concept and merits a classroom discussion. It’s easy to name the underlying 

attitudes and pay lip service to them, so the discussion should drill down into what those attitudes look like in 

practice. Here is a sample list:

Professional musicians:

 � communicate promptly and with good grammar.

 � turn up early, always better prepared than expected.

 � thank people after a gig.

 � are positive about the music, whatever it is.

 � don’t speak ill of colleagues.

 � don’t commit to things they can’t deliver.

 � meet deadlines, and if they can’t, are clear about when they will be able to.

What sort of person would students want to work with or employ for a gig, and why? In an industry that is all 

about word-of-mouth and personal recommendations, these qualities are really important.

Networking, self-promotion and tenacity

One of the first things to become clear as people start out in the self-employed world is that they are their 

best promoter. Nobody will promote you as with as much dedication as you will yourself – unless they’re paid 

handsomely to!

This seems an obvious point, but many young self-employed musicians forget to set aside time to commit to 

this self-promotion and to creating the work for themselves. It is one of the most challenging balancing acts 

to get right.

Self-promotion starts with a good website, kept updated, with professional audio demos, a clear display of 

core strengths and experience, and easy ways of being contacted. Students need to consider their brand, 

from font choices through to images, and how to continue that brand into other social media.

CULTIVATING PROFESSIONALISM RIGHT NOW

Note how there was nothing about earning money in the above definitions of professionalism. So the 
question is, for KS4-5 learners, can they not be ‘professional’ right now? What is stopping them? A lot 
about professionalism is about cultivating the right habits – and the sooner that can start, the better.

What happens if you address your students as ‘professionals’ in the next rehearsal? If you remind them 
that being professional is about mindset, not money?

Which music artist 
websites do they 
most admire and 
why?

TEMPLATE WEBSITE

Using one of the many free online web design platforms (this comparison site gives you a good starting 
point if needed), give your students just two hours to come up with:

 � a home page with a strong image and sense of identity.

 � a profile page listing key strengths.

 � a plan for how they would populate the other pages.

http://www.websitebuilderexpert.com/
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Once they have established a strong online presence, they can set about networking with confidence, maybe 

with a suitably branded business card to hand. Again, this requires an investment of time, and considerable 

self-confidence. They will need to:

 � keep a database of useful contacts.

 � follow up leads politely at each opportunity.

 � try to set up meetings in person rather than hiding behind email or phone.

 � have plenty of open-ended ‘see-where-it-goes’ conversations – trying always to prepare their desired 

outcomes first if possible.

The key word with networking is tenacity. It can be demoralising when people don’t get back to you about 

enquiries, but encourage your students that often it isn’t that they’re being ignored, but rather that their 

correspondent has got distracted. The answer is to keep following up politely, avoiding any sense of pestering. 

Sometimes – in fact, usually – this process can take months.

Being passionate about the music, not the money

By now it will be obvious that being a freelance musician is not about the money – or at least, it rarely is. And 

yet students can be reassured that a decent living can be made, with just some tenacity and self-discipline.

The most important attribute, and the one with which we began, is a genuine passion for music. Audiences and 

colleagues alike will immediately sense this, and enthusiasm is always infectious. That said, jobbing musicians 

will sometimes have to choose to be enthusiastic about their work and learn how to reframe a negative situation 

until a positive can be found. Generally, the positives aren’t far away.

For instance, ‘This is the 38th time I’m playing this vamp from this boring musical!’ could be reframed as ‘What 

a great chance to work on my posture and bowing’, or ‘I’m so glad I’m not sat a desk right now looking at 

spreadsheets!’.

FINAL THOUGHT

From testing motivation to become a musician through to the first steps of crafting a musical identity, then 

dealing with the realities of often mundane, non-musical tasks that come with self-employment, the music 

profession is not an easy one. We can say with certainty, in fact, that it will be a roller-coaster ride, full of peaks 

and troughs. Those that have tenacity will realise that the peaks will follow the troughs if they keep on keeping 

on. And also that roller coasters can be a lot of fun!

What experiences 
of your own can you 
share here about 
persistence?

THINKING POSITIVE

Get your students to have some fun reframing some negative statements of their own. Here are some 
starters, taken directly from the world of a self-employed musician. Reframe the following as positives:

 � ‘I’ve got to get a 5am train to the middle of nowhere to do a gig.’

 � ‘This conductor is taking this piece far too slow. I’m really bored.’

 � ‘Years of training and this is all I’m getting paid…’

 � ‘She’s so much quicker at those scales than I am.’

 � ‘I play the piano. Please don’t ask me to sing too. Not singing, please no!’


